c a b i n e t s

100% solid wood
When you choose WEX Trade, you choose the finest quality
products made from nothing less than 100% solid wood. Our
strong environmental policy ensures our wood is sustainably
sourced and that excellence is assured.

Carefully chosen
We are solid wood specialists. As such, we have sourced
the best solid oak for our collection, creating uniquely elegant,
resilient cabinets. With WEX Trade you won’t find oak frames
and chipboard centre panels: quite simply, when we say
solid, we mean solid! It’s our belief that the benefits of solid
wood surpass what manmade materials can offer – once
you’ve explored our full range of affordable oak kitchen
cabinets, we’re sure you will agree.

Carefully crafted
WEX Trade cabinets are manufactured in Europe using
the highest quality CNC machinery and can be purchased
with or without frontals. All are finished to an extremely high
standard; the cabinet panels themselves are subject to an
intensive three-coat lacquering process while the frontals can
be customised to your preference with a choice of finishing
options (sanded, lacquered or hand-painted in a selection of
Farrow & Ball colours). Such attention to detail is an essential
and unique element of the WEX Trade service; as such, we
also offer a full sample service so customers can sample
products before committing to purchase.

Welcome to the incomparable beauty of solid wood.
Welcome to WEX Trade.
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A beautiful kitchen is easy to achieve with WEX Trade
products. Please read on to learn more about the stunning
cabinet and frontal options we can offer.

Solid Oak Cabinetry
For a superb balance of elegance and resilience, look no
further than the WEX Trade cabinet range.
Our cabinets are manufactured solely in Europe from 18mm
solid oak panels (40mm staves) using innovative German
CNC machinery. The panels are finger-jointed and highpressure glued for maximum stability, and are fully sanded
to 150 grit with a 3mm edge profile before finishing with an
intensive three-coat lacquering process. The lacquered finish
provides excellent protection against potential damage from
heat, liquid and other abrasive materials.
All our solid oak cabinetry is pre-assembled as standard.
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We manufacture cabinet carcasses in a comprehensive
range of combinations: base, wall, full height and specialist;
with various drawer options; with or without doors (please
read on for more information on doors, drawers and
specialist cabinet options). Premium Blum fixings contribute
to the overall durability of the cabinet, ensuring that the
components are as hard-wearing as the oak itself.
We are passionate about solid wood. As such, a strict
adherence to environmental regulation is fundamental to
our operation. Our European oak is sustainably sourced
from forests with established replanting schemes and the
vast majority of our timber is purchased from FSC-certified
sources. By utilising cutting-edge manufacturing techniques
(such as fingerjointing) and recycling any ‘leftovers’ or offcuts
into samples or smaller panels, we keep wastage to an
absolute minimum.

Traditional

Traditional (Sanded)

Traditional (Lacquered)

Our cabinet doors are
constructed from the highest
quality solid European oak.
Better still, this exceptional
product can be enjoyed
without breaking the bank
– available at similar prices
to many doors on the
market which consist of
solid oak frames with inferior
chipboard centre panels.
Available in two natural
finishes - sanded or
lacquered - or hand painted
in the Farrow & Ball colour
of your choice, we offer a
wide selection of finishes in
two primary designs: solid
oak ‘Traditional’ or the solid
oak ‘Shaker’ option.
WEX Trade ‘Traditional’
frontals are designed in a
popular farmhouse style,
with the textured frame
giving an elegant yet inviting
look – perfect for the
country kitchen when paired
with a classic colour palette
and a solid wood worktop.
This door is manufactured
to a pleasantly chunky
thickness of 22mm.

Traditional (Painted)
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Shaker

Shaker (Sanded)

Shaker (Lacquered)

Shaker (Painted)

These frontals capture
the simple elegance of
the ‘Shaker’ movement,
resulting in a product that
is both high quality and
full of charm. Featuring a
subtle, unadorned timber
frame around a solid oak
centre panel, the door is
manufactured to a thickness
of 20mm for a reassuringly
substantial feel.
As with our ‘Traditional’
option, we can supply these
doors in a choice of finishes:
sanded, lacquered or
handpainted in colours from
Farrow & Ball.

Choice of Finishes
We offer our customers an extensive selection of finishes
that are perfect for solid oak frontals.
The Timeless range is a collection of our most popular
finishes for frontals. These include our sanded and
lacquered options alongside a selection of our
best-selling paint shades from Farrow & Ball. To achieve
a natural-looking finish, our lacquered frontals are treated
in a similar manner to the cabinets themselves, creating a
seamless look that perfectly matches the carcass. With
our sanded option, frontals are left unfinished so that you
may apply your choice of treatment at your own
convenience. We ensure these favoured finishes are
available at all times, so that we can deliver as promptly
as possible.
If you have another shade in mind, our extended range
offers any colour from Farrow & Ball’s impressive
collection of more than 130 paints. As we will need to
source your chosen shade, lead times may be slightly
longer (though still market-leading) and will incur a
small surcharge.
Whichever colour you choose, all our frontals are subject
to a detailed finishing process to ensure remarkable
consistency without detracting from the innate qualities of
the timber. As such, we always apply the final coat by
hand, to accentuate the oak’s natural grain pattern.
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Glazed
A recent addition to our collection, the glazed door option
brings a new dimension to the WEX Trade cabinetry range.
Glazed options are available for both frontal styles:
‘Traditional’ or ‘Shaker’. The use of glass panes enhances
the look of cabinetry in any kitchen, and beautifully
showcases decorative dishware whilst keeping dust out.
WEX Trade glazed frontals promote safety as well as style.
Our glass is toughened solely in Europe and is rated at BS
6206 CL-A – Class A. This grade represents the highest
rating in the British European Safety Standard tests and is
only awarded to exceedingly durable glass.

Drawers
For a fantastic combination of natural appeal and modern
technology, look no further than the WEX Trade drawer
range.
Designed specifically to fit within our elegant solid oak
cabinets, we supply soft-close drawers in a variety of widths
and combinations for affordable prices, negating the need
for pricey bespoke units.
Our wooden kitchen drawers are constructed from solid
oak backs and bases with Blum BLUMOTION runners,
mechanisms and even drawer sides. Moreover, the
innovative lacquer finish – a similar process to that which we
apply to our cabinets – produces a hard-wearing drawer
surface that is easy to clean and maintain.
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Tandembox Antaro and Intivo
To ensure there is a drawer option to suit every budget, we
offer four styles: Tandembox Antaro (Grey), Intivo (Silk White),
Intivo (Terra Black) and Tandembox Antaro (Stainless Steel).
Tandembox Antaro merges minimalist design with unbeatable
quality. Our grey option features a powder-coated steel
frame, whilst pan drawers benefit from the addition of
attractive oak side panels. For a highly luxurious option,
customers can choose to upgrade to a stainless steel frame,
which comes with a stunning polished finish that beautifully
complements stainless steel kitchen hardware.
Our deluxe Intivo collection offers drawers finished with a Silk
White or Terra Black frame, creating a fantastic contrast
with the solid oak panels. For pan drawers, we also provide
oak inserts, for a seamless, stunning look.

Specialist Cabinetry
To complement our comprehensive collection of standard
cabinets, we provide several specialist options also
manufactured from the best 18mm thick European oak.
This range encompasses Belfast sink cabinets, oven housing
units, wine racks, open-end cabinets, curved units and
corner solution cabinets. We also stock bridging units and
bifold frontals.
In addition to our ‘Shaker’ and ‘Traditional’ frontals, WEX
Trade is also pleased to offer a stunning in-frame design.
This style is only painted to order and, as such, incurs a
slightly longer lead time. If you are interested to find out more
about this range, or you would like a quote for your current
project, please get in touch and a member of our sales
team will be happy to discuss your requirements. Due to the
nature of its construction, this style is only available preassembled.
As with the whole WEX Trade cabinet collection, these units
are composed from solid timber: the merits of which cannot
be overstated. In this instance, the usage of a superior
material not only delivers wonderful value for money, but also
negates the need for potentially costly extras such as end
panels and filler panels.
Just like our standard range, these cabinets are pre-assembled
as standard.
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Accessories
We like to think of our accessories range as the ‘cherry on
top’: that last hint of sparkle that can take a kitchen from
special to sublime.
Our solid oak pilasters, cornices and pelmets are available
in a variety of options and provide a fantastic finishing touch
to a cabinet run, smoothing the lines of your kitchen as
effectively as a well-chosen plinth or upstand (we can supply
those, too!). Exquisite solid wood cutlery inserts, chopping
boards and a variety of handles – specifically selected to
complement our cabinets - are also on offer.
To help install and maintain our products, WEX Trade can
recommend a selection of accessories including stainless
steel hot rods, moisture barriers and our preferred brand of
oil.
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